WHAT IS WHEAT?

Jesus said, ‘I tell you the truth, unless a kernel of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it remains only a single seed. But if it dies, it produces many seeds.” John 12:24

The residents will receive many small paper items of wheat in a decorated bag upon recompleting the REC weekend. The bag includes poems, scripture passages, bookmarks, and other encouraging words presented in creative ways to give the residents a small “gift” and to sow a seed of God’s love.

Team members are asked to contribute two pieces of wheat and one wheat letter for each resident and alumni attending the weekend. The wheat letter should be written to “Dear Brother in Christ” or “Dear Sister in Christ” and copied for all participating residents. Wheat must be completed, folded where necessary and submitted to the Wheat Team on or before the third team formation meeting.

Table leaders are asked to write a personal note of encouragement to each resident at their table, which is given with the wheat bags on Sunday. The stationary and envelopes will be provided by the Wheat Team on Saturday of the weekend.